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Abstract

The cryptic lifestyle of most fungi necessitates molecular identification of the guild in environmental studies.

Over the past decades, rapid development and affordability of molecular tools have tremendously improved

insights of the fungal diversity in all ecosystems and habitats. Yet, in spite of the progress of molecular

methods, knowledge about functional properties of the fungal taxa is vague and interpretation of environmental

studies in an ecologically meaningful manner remains challenging. In order to facilitate functional

assignments and ecological interpretation of environmental studies we introduce a user friendly traits and

character database FungalTraits operating at genus and species hypothesis levels. Combining the information

from previous efforts such as FUNGuild and FunFun together with involvement of expert knowledge, we

reannotated 10210 and 151 fungal and Stramenopila genera, respectively. This resulted in a stand-alone

spreadsheet dataset covering 17 lifestyle related traits of fungal and Stramenopila genera, designed for rapid

functional assignments of environmental studies.  In order to assign the trait states to fungal species hypotheses,

the scientific community of experts manually categorised and assigned available trait information to 697413

fungal ITS sequences. On the basis of those sequences we were able to summarise trait and host information

into 92623 fungal species hypotheses at 1% dissimilarity threshold.

Key words: Fungal traits, Trophic modes, Function, Guild, Bioinformatics, High-throughput sequencing,

Community ecology

Introduction

Fungi are one of the most diverse groups of organisms on Earth both in terms of taxonomic richness and

functional diversity (McLaughlin & Spatafora 2014; Hawksworth & Lücking 2017). Certain guilds of fungi

deliver essential ecosystem functions or colonise habitats too harsh for most other organisms (Mueller et al.

2005; Peay et al. 2016). In particular, lichenised fungi associate with algae or cyanobacteria for energy sources

to enable colonisation of inhospitable dry, saline, cold or hot habitats such as nutrient-poor polar and desert

soils. Fungal saprotrophs are the most efficient decomposers of dead plant material in soil, water, and sediments

(McLaughlin & Spatafora 2014; Grossart et al. 2019). Mycorrhizal fungi promote plant health and nutrition by

providing water and nutrients from soil and protection against pathogens, herbivores, and several abiotic stresses

(Smith & Read 2008). Besides these unique functions, certain fungi and fungus-like stramenopile groups

(Oomycota, Hyphochytriomycota and Labyrinthulida, syn. Labyrinthulomycota) may inhabit plant tissues as

endophytes (asymptomatic, commensal or weakly mutualistic inhabitants) and pathogens. Fungal and oomycete

pathogens are among the most harmful pests in forestry and agriculture (Hyde et al. 2018; Lucas 2020), whereas

oomycetes, labyrinthulids and unicellular fungi of the Aphelidiomycota, Chytridiomycota and Rozellomycota

may be the most common parasites of microfauna, protozoans and algae in aquatic habitats (Archibald et al.

2017; Grossart et al. 2019). Fungi are also important agents of disease in animals including humans – especially

in immunocompromised patients (Brown et al 2012; de Hoog 2018; Hyde et al. 2018). Although bacteria and

viruses are relatively more important parasites of animals (Ryan et al. 2019), chytrids and soil fungi cause the
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most devastating diseases in amphibians and bats, respectively (Fisher et al. 2012). Because of their capacity to

produce antibiotics, toxins and various secondary metabolites, fungi have incredible biotechnological potential,

including biocontrol of plant diseases, pests and weeds and stimulation of plant growth (Pavlova et al., 2018;

Hyde et al. 2019; Levchenko et al., 2020; Meyer et al. 2020).

Due to the mostly cryptic lifestyles of fungi, molecular methods - especially DNA sequence analysis - have been

increasingly used for fungal identification. In the last decade, Sanger-sequencing of amplicons from a single

organism has been supplemented by high-throughput sequencing (HTS) methods that enable sequencing of

millions of DNA molecules from multiple samples in parallel. This has resulted in unprecedented insights into

fungal diversity and taxonomic composition in all types of complex environments, including soil, water, living

plant tissues and dust (Nilsson et al. 2018; V trovský et al. 2020). Curated sequence databases such as UNITE

(Nilsson et al. 2019) and ISHAM (Irinyi et al. 2015) have greatly improved our ability to classify fungal

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) into species, genera, or higher-level taxa. These OTUs can be compared

across samples, studies, and time using the Species Hypothesis (SH) approach, in which species-level proxies

are linked to digital object identifiers (DOIs; Kõljalg et al. 2013, 2016).

Thus far, we have limited knowledge about functional properties of most fungi and our insights into their

ecology and functions are mainly derived from observational (correlative) field studies. Although most fungi are

not easily culturable (Hawksworth 1991), detailed experimental studies are needed to obtain deeper insight into

their functions and autecology. Nonetheless, habitat properties provide initial cues about the potential lifestyle

of fungal species, especially when isolated from biotrophic structures such as leaf spots or mycorrhizas.

However, the trophic mode of many species can be highly variable, including switches between mutualistic,

pathogenic and saprotrophic strategies. For example, pathogenic taxa that cause leaf spots may begin as

endophytes, but because of environmental stress they become pathogenic and eventually saprotrophs after the

death of plant tissues (Promputtha et al. 2005, 2007). The necrotrophic Rhizoctonia species (Ceratobasidiaceae)

may be pathogens of some plant species, endophytes in others and then also form orchid mycorrhizal symbiosis

with Orchidaceae (Veldre et al. 2013). In contrast, the detection of mycorrhizal fungi in clinical samples such as

mucosal swabs from patients is suggestive of air-borne propagules or laboratory contamination (Ghannoum et

al. 2010). Accordingly, HTS-based taxonomic inventories of fungi provide limited evidence for the functional

roles of community members (Nilsson et al. 2018). To overcome these issues, the first panfungal databases

linking taxa to lifestyles were published several years ago (Tedersoo et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2016), although

other, more specific traits databases were already available for, e.g., ectomycorrhizal functional traits (DEEMY;

Rambold & Agerer 1997), morphological and chemical traits of lichens (LIAS; Triebel et al. 2007), fruitbody C

and N isotope content (Mayor et al. 2009) and fungal sterols (Weete et al. 2010).

Most functional traits of fungi are conserved at the genus-level and sometimes higher taxonomic ranks;

therefore, accurate species- or genus-level identification may be used to infer functional traits of taxa (Tedersoo

et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2016; Zanne et al. 2020). Fungal guilds and taxonomic groups may differ substantially

in patterns of biogeography, community assembly, and host specificity (Tedersoo et al. 2014; Davison et al.

2015; Tisthammer et al. 2016; Põlme et al. 2018). It is also important to separate fungal taxa into guilds or other

narrow functional groups for evaluation of associated ecosystem services (Banerjee et al. 2018; Soonvald et al.
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2019; Tedersoo et al. 2020). With an increasing number of environmental studies, a large proportion of

sequences deposited in repositories are tagged as ‘unidentified fungi’ or ‘uncultured organisms’. These

uncertainties, misidentifications and historical synonyms impede proper taxonomic and functional assignments

of taxa in HTS studies. Accurate taxonomic assignments in reference data improve taxonomic interpretataion

and potentially related functional assignments in environmental studies (Nilsson et al. 2019).

At present, five databases are available for inference of functional guilds and trait information for taxa across

most fungal phyla. Tedersoo et al. (2014) published a spreadsheet dataset of fungal guilds and cell types (yeast

vs. dimorphic vs. filamentous) based on genus- and family-level information. These data were supplemented

and in many places corrected for errors in the FUNGuild database (Nguyen et al. 2016) with assessments of

reliability and an important option to allow taxa to be part of multiple guilds simultaneously. FUNGuild also

incorporated R and python scripts for automatic assignment of functional guilds to the taxonomic output of HTS

bioinformatics platforms. Independently, Jayasiri et al. (2015) presented the FacesOfFungi database that

encompasses descriptions of species and genera of mainly Ascomycota. These descriptions include diagnosis as

well as ecological, biochemical and economic characterisation, sometimes supplemented with photographs,

drawings, and phylogenies. Based on the FacesOfFungi, Guerreiro et al. (2018) developed the ascomycete-

specific database ‘Notes on genera: Ascomycota’ including habitats, substrates, gross biotic interactions and

trophic modes. Most recently, Zanne et al. (2020) introduced the FunFun database that encompasses much of the

data in FUNGuild, supplemented with information about cellular, ecological, and biochemical traits at the

species and genus levels. FunFun was designed to harbor as many biochemical, genetic, and morphological traits

as possible. Similarly to FUNGuild, FunFun has a script for assignment of functions to taxa.

Here we present the fungal traits and characters database FungalTraits, a stand-alone spreadsheet dataset, to

serve as a resource that provides general ecological information and functional assignment for environmental

studies. The framework of FungalTraits was designed during the North European Forest Mycologist (NEFOM)

network meeting in Riga, 27-28 November 2014, and elaborated further in subsequent, broader meetings. The

main objective was to bridge DNA sequences to the family- and genus-based traits dataset and specimen-related

metadata, which have been enabled by recent developments in biodiversity informatics. Supported by a broad

international research community, FungalTraits intends to provide comprehensive information about a

constrained number of ecologically relevant traits for as many taxa as possible to facilitate trait-based

comparative phylogenetics as well as comprehensive analyses in community ecology and macroecology.

FungalTraits provides a complementary alternative to existing trait databases, and it seeks to exchange data with

other traits databases to provide a rich platform in which to advance fungal biology.

Materials and Methods

Annotations of genera

Starting in September 2012, we systematically compiled ecological information for fungal genera. Parts of this

information related to taxa with a sequenced ITS region were published in the reference dataset of Tedersoo et
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al. (2014) and further in FUNGuild. As of 10 January 2019, we compiled complete lists of all genera of Fungi

and fungus-like stramenopiles (the phyla Oomycota, Hyphochytriomycota, and Labyrinthulida) from multiple,

largely overlapping sources: Index Fungorum (www.indexfungorum.org), NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov),

Mycobank (www.mycobank.org), and the Outline of Fungi beta version (final version in Wijayawardene et al.

2020). We also included numerous synonyms and unused names, because many of these may be revived in

forthcoming taxonomic treatments, or applied when sequencing existing collections. Furthermore, there was a

substantial conflict among these sources regarding the validity and synonymy of taxon names. Many researchers

do not use the accepted names and continue to use taxon names synonymised in some of the data sources but not

in others (e.g., Rhizoctonia instead of Ceratobasidium and Thanatephorus, which may have a more specific

meaning; Oberwinkler et al. 2013).

In total, we retrieved 10,210 fungal genera and 151 stramenopile genera accepted in at least one of the four

sources. For the higher-level taxonomy of Fungi, we followed the Outline of Fungi, which represents a

consensus of NCBI, Index Fungorum and Tedersoo et al. (2018a) classifications, and updated this with recently

described taxa or new phylogenetic information.

Table 1. Data fields and their properties in genus-level annotation of traits and characters. Numbers in

parentheses indicate the number of character states.

Data field Category Field type Importance

primary_lifestyle selection (30) guild primary

secondary_lifestyle selection (30)/text guild secondary

comment_on_lifestyle text guild secondary

plant_pathogenic_capacity selection (8) guild primary

endophytic_interaction_capacity selection (7) guild primary

animal_biotrophic_capacity selection (19) guild primary

decay_substrate selection (16) guild primary

decay_type selection (8) guild secondary
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growth_form selection (15) body primary

fruitbody_type selection (23) body primary

hymenium_type selection (7) body secondary

aquatic_habitat selection (7) habitat primary

specific_hosts text habitat secondary

ectomycorrhiza_lineage selection (87) specific: ectomycorrhiza secondary

ectomycorrhiza_exploration_type selection (7) specific: ectomycorrhiza secondary

lichen_primary_photobiont text specific: Lichen secondary

lichen_secondary_photobiont text specific: Lichen secondary

Guild and trait names correspond to the Biological Observation Matrix (BIOM) standards (McDonald et al.

2012), including those proposed in our previous work (Tedersoo et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2016; Zanne et al.

2020), with major modifications made to trait arrangement and character (trait) state names (Table 1;

Supplementary item 1). To avoid excessive lists of character states and minimise uncertainty in fungal guild

assignments, we separated the guild information into separate fields including ‘primary_lifestyle’,

‘secondary_lifestyle’, ‘plant_pathogenic_capacity’, ‘endophytic_interaction_capacity’,

‘animal_biotrophic_capacity’, and ‘decay_substrate’. The most commonly occurring lifestyle is given in the

‘primary_lifestyle’ (30 character states). One or more additional lifestyles, if relevant, are given in the

‘secondary_lifestyle’ field. An additional ‘comment_on_lifestyle’ field also allows specification of the

additional lifestyle, which occurs in only one or a few species, sometimes referring to a particular species. For

fully or partly (facultatively) saprotrophic taxa, we generated the fields ‘decay_substrate’ and ‘decay_type’, the

latter indicating classical decay categories e.g. white rot. However, we anticipate that in nature there is a

continuum in the decomposition strategies and large differences within decay types (Riley et al. 2014; Floudas

et al. 2020). The ‘plant_pathogenic_capacity’ field indicates whether plant pathogens occur in this group and

which plant groups (e.g. angiosperms, algae, mosses, and liverworts) or organs (leaves, fruits, seeds, roots, etc.)

are infected. The ‘endophytic_interaction_capacity’ field indicates whether members of the genus are able to

grow as endophytes, classifying these following Rodriguez et al. (2009). The field ‘animal_biotrophic_capacity’
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enables selection amongst a variety of mutualistic and antagonistic interactions with animals, with further

specifications of animal groups (arthropod, coral, fish, invertebrate, vertebrate, termite, and human) and

opportunistic interactions with humans.

In contrast to other functional databases, we also introduced the trait ‘aquatic_habitat’. This allows categorise

fungi as marine, freshwater, more broadly aquatic, or partly water-inhabiting, because many aquatic taxa are

often recorded from roots and soil (Chauvet et al. 2016). We find this field of high importance for aquatic

studies, as it may be necessary to distinguish accidental spores of terrestrial fungi from taxa that grow naturally

inside or on substrates in water (Grossart et al. 2019). We anticipate that such categorisation is subjective for the

time being, because we know very little about different life stages of many microfungal genera.

We also introduced the traits ‘fruitbody_type’ and ‘hymenium_type’. The ‘fruitbody_type’ covers virtually all

classically distinguished types of sexual reproductive structures in Ascomycota, Basidiomycota, and early

diverging lineages, and indicates the cases where none are produced. ‘Hymenium_type’ indicates the

morphology of hymenium, where the sexual propagules are located relative to the rest of the fruitbody, if

relevant. Traditionally, multiple taxonomists and fungal ecologists delimit their research subject by fruitbody

type (e.g. polypores, corticioids, agarics, truffles, disco-fungi), although fruitbody and hymenium types are

typically not entirely related to other functions. We greatly extended the field ‘growth_form’ that enables 15

character states covering amoeboid, filamentous, thalloid, and various unicellular forms relevant to fungi and

stramenopiles.

We specifically broadened trait information for EcM fungi and lichens. For EcM fungi, we introduced the

evolutionary character ‘ectomycorrhiza_lineage’ sensu Tedersoo & Smith (2017) and

‘ectomycorrhiza_exploration_type’ following Tedersoo & Smith (2013). Exploration types are defined by the

development, form and differentation of extraradical mycelium and rhizomorphs that are related to nutrient

acquisition strategies of EcM fungi (Agerer 2001). For exploration types, we used updated information from

more recently included or described genera. We furthermore split the short-distance type to short-distance

delicate and short-distance coarse, based on the characteristics of emanating hyphae (<1-5 µm diam., thin-

walled and cylindrical vs. 3-10 µm diam., thick-walled and plump, respectively). Hyphal morphology may

indicate the capacity to forage in the immediate vicinity of root tips and preliminary analyses indicate that these

two types respond differently to environmental variables and disturbance (Tedersoo et al. 2020). For lichens, we

included specific information on the primary and secondary photobiont (as primary_photobiont and

secondary_photobiont) obtained from the literature. For non-lichenised taxa, we included the field

‘specific_hosts’ to accommodate information on known exclusive associations with certain taxa (genus- to

order-level taxa in Latin, higher taxa in English).

As a starting point, we incorporated pre-existing traits information in Tedersoo et al. (2014) and last versions of

FUNGuild (accessed 08.10.2018) and FunFun (GitHub dataset; Flores-Moreno et al. 2019; accessed

09.12.2019) into FungalTraits. This information was manually parsed into relevant traits fields and reformatted

according to our standards to generate a partly filled template. The coauthors with expertise in taxonomy and

fungal ecology were guided to revise the existing information and fill the traits fields with pre-selected character

states and add comments to the template whenever relevant. The character states were initially determined by
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the core group of developers, but several character states were added upon consultation with experts and during

data search and insertion. As opinions varied, the terminology represents a compromise among experts. Experts

annotated taxa based on their long-term experience with the particular taxonomic groups, scientific literature

(e.g., Kurtzman et al. 2011; de Hoog 2019) and specific databases, including LIAS (online version; Rambold et

al. 2016), Marine Fungi (Jones et al. 2019) and ‘Notes on genera: Ascomycota’. Lists of annotated genera were

compared and merged by curators. Nearly half of the genera were covered by two experts. In the rare cases of

conflicting annotations, a third opinion was sought. Initially, roughly one-quarter of the genera were covered by

no experts (some declined immediately or failed to provide information for various reasons; for several outlying

groups no experts were located). Genera belonging to these groups (e.g. Saccharomycotina, Taphrinomycotina,

several orders of Sordariomycetes and Leotiomycetes and many small groups) were later annotated by a

mycologist with no specific expertise, based on a thorough literature survey, using searches in Google and

Google Scholar, the databases FacesOfFungi and Freshwater Ascomycetes Database (Shearer & Raja 2010) as

well as comprehensive books (Kurtzman et al. 2011; Pöggeler & Wöstemeyer 2011; McLaughlin & Spatafora

2014; Archibald et al. 2017). The basis of taxonomic and biological knowledge relies on comprehensive work of

field taxonomists and plant pathologists. Specific literature sources were not included as citations to speed up

the process and avoid dealing with tens of thousands of original references.

Annotation of ITS sequences

To provide trait information to Species Hypotheses, we selected an approach to perform bulk annotation of

sequences (including sequenced individuals) from the International Nucleotide Sequence Databases consortium

(INSDc) as hosted in the UNITE database (version 7.2). Character states of sequences were merged to

individual Species Hypotheses by automated means. Based on the BIOM standards (McDonald et al. 2012), we

developed multiple fields for specific traits and character states (Table 2, Supplementary item 1). The data fields

included ‘DNA_source’, with related fields ‘culture_source’ and ‘animal/human_tissue’ for specific cases where

sequences were obtained directly from pure cultures or animal samples. We included the optional fields ‘guild’

and ‘growth_form’ for cases where this was unequivocally clear. In a similar manner, we generated the fields

‘ectomycorrhiza_exploration_type’, ‘ericoid_mycorrhiza_formation’, ‘endophytic_interaction_capability’,

‘plant/fungal_pathogenic_capacity’, and ‘animal/human_biotrophic_interaction_capacity’. Filling these fields

presumed that there was sufficient observational or experimental evidence for this indicated in the original

commentary field or in the article. The fields ‘interacting_taxon’ and ‘co-occurring_taxon’ respectively depict

data obtained from specific intimate partners or from a habitat strongly modified by one or more (comma

separated) organisms, for example tree species for soil-inhabiting fungi. In both fields, the associated taxon was

required to be in Latin, at any taxonomic level. Latin taxon names were checked against the Encyclopedia of

Life (www.eol.org) and The Plant List (www.theplantlist.org) for validity and correct spelling. Exclusively for

cultures and vouchered specimens, respectively, we added relevant information to the original INSDc data field

‘INSD.original.data.Strain’ or ‘INSD.original.data.Specimen.voucher’ that were renamed as ‘strain’ and

‘specimen_voucher’ (to meet the BIOM standards implemented in UNITE). We also checked whether these

strains or specimens represented type material and added these data to the field ‘Type status

(Identification.Typification)’ (renamed as ‘type_material’) when relevant. For geographic information, we

combined the existing INSDc data fields into a more standardised format by erecting the fields ‘country’
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(mandatory; to be selected), ‘state/province’, ‘locality_text’, ‘latitude’, ‘longitude’, ‘altitude’, ‘depth’, and

‘biome’ (to be selected). In addition, we included a general remarks field to specify, e.g., habitat, taxonomy and

host for later separation into specific remarks fields related to each main field.

Table 2. Data fields and their properties for sequence-level annotation. Numbers in parentheses indicate the

number of character states.

Data Field Category Field type Level

updated_study study text (DOI) mandatory

DNA_source source selection (51) mandatory

culture_source source selection (43) specific

animal/human_tissue source selection (30) specific

guild guild selection (23) individual

growth_form trait selection (10) individual

ectomycorrhiza_exploration_type trait selection (6) individual

ericoid_mycorrhiza_formation trait selection (4) individual

endophytic_interaction_capacity trait selection (6) individual

plant/fungal_pathogenic_capacity trait selection (9) individual

animal/human_biotrophic_interaction_capacity trait selection (19) individual

interacting_taxon association text (Latin) specific

co-occurring_taxa association text (Latin) specific
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Strain collection text (code) individual

Specimen_voucher collection text (code) individual

Type_status collection selection (16) individual

Country locality selection (243) mandatory

Sampling_area_State/Province locality text individual

Locality_text locality text individual

Latitude locality text (number) mandatory

Longitude locality text (number) mandatory

Altitude locality text (number) individual

Depth locality text (number) individual

Biome locality selection (50) individual

Remarks varia text individual

In order to assign and summarise trait states of individual records to SHs, we downloaded all ITS sequences by

studies and ranked the studies by the number of sequences included, initially focusing only on those with at least

100 sequences. Based on titles, we omitted studies that addressed plants and animals, but included those that

covered all eukaryotes. We also excluded studies that produced only ITS1 or ITS2 sequences using HTS

techniques, because these subregions separately offer lower taxonomic resolution compared with full-length

sequences (Garnica et al. 2016b; Tedersoo et al. 2018b), and are therefore not used for calculating SHs.

Nevertheless, the FungalTraits users can still assign short ITS1 and ITS2 reads to SHs (Nilsson et al. 2019). In

addition, we searched for potentially high-quality data from environmental studies including <100 sequences,

using the keywords ‘ectomyc’, ‘arbusc’, ‘ericoid’, ‘orchid’ and ‘mycor’ to find studies on mycorrhizae.

Similarly, we used the search terms ‘lichen’, ‘endoph’, ‘pathog’, ‘parasit’, ‘root’, ‘aquatic’, ‘water’, and

‘marine’ to capture studies focusing on other guilds or specific underexplored habitat types. We also searched
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for taxonomic groups focusing on the genera of mycorrhizal fungi and molds as well as stramenopiles. Finally,

we searched by names of coauthors to cover their own studies and to allocate annotation tasks to persons

directly involved as much as possible. In total, we sought to annotate sequence data in 3,124 studies and

unpublished submissions (4.34 % of all submitted datasets) that jointly comprised 414,270 sequences (39.6% of

all current fungal ITS sequences in INSDc).

Based on personal contacts and recommendations from other core group members, we invited experts in

molecular ecology and phylogenetics to annotate sequence data from 30-50 INSDc studies per expert, with

roughly comparable amounts of sequences. The studies were assigned to experts by considering authorship,

taxonomic or guild-level expertise and country of origin (in the case of China, India and Iran). The experts

received specific instructions for annotations (Supplementary Item 2) and sequence data sorted by studies,

including all previous metadata located in multiple fields in the original INSDc format. The experts located and

downloaded the studies assigned to them along with supplementary material when relevant. Guided by

information in these original studies and INSDc original data fields, experts filled in the data template

(Supplementary table 3) following the standards. If the study was marked as unpublished, Google Scholar was

used to find the DOI and update relevant study details as far as possible. When mandatory fields could not be

filled with information in INSDc or the article, we instructed to contact corresponding authors of these studies.

Not surprisingly, contact details of corresponding authors were difficult to find for unpublished studies,

especially in the case of authors from China, because of very limited mandatory information for data submission

to INSDc. Pointing to personal details, INSDc refused to share contact information of data submitters. In

particular, older submissions were hard to track due to digital data decay (Oguz & Koehler 2016).

In addition, FungalTraits curators also annotated data from the remaining studies and submissions by focusing

on the fields ‘DNA_source’, ‘interacting_taxon’, ‘co-occurring_taxa’ and ‘country’, using the data previously

present in INSDc in non-standard format or misallocated data fields (additional 42,772 submissions comprising

283,173 sequences; 27.1% of INSDc fungal ITS sequences). These data were re-formatted according to our

standards. The remaining sequences were mostly short ITS1 or ITS2 reads representing OTUs of HTS

sequencing data. All annotated datasets were quality-checked and merged by a curator.

To annotate information about EcM fungal lineages and genera, we downloaded a more recent version 8.2 of

UNITE that was released in January 2020. UNITE compound clusters were searched for ectomycorrhizal fungi

based on previous information about lineages and named genera. The respective compound clusters were

browsed over the PlutoF workbench (Abarenkov et al. 2010) by checking taxonomy and alignments to locate

chimeras and low-quality sequences and to update genus-level taxonomy and information about EcM fungal

lineages following Tedersoo et al. (2011). Lineage-level and taxonomic assignments were added in a batch

mode using the command line.

To assign functional traits for each SH, we included the trait information obtained via annotation of sequences

contained within SHs. Because of multiple gaps, complementary and conflicting information in the data, we

used a probabilistic approach that is based on the proportion of specific character states relative to all annotated

trait states for each trait per SH. In other words, SHs were considered to possess multiple functional trait states

according to the share of these states across sequences.
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Results

Genus-level annotations

Across all data fields, the FungalTraits dataset contains 58,479 units (filled cells) of trait information for fungi.

We supplemented information about the ‘primary_lifestyle’ to 8859 out of the 10,210 (86.8%) fungal genera

covered (Fig. 1). Other commonly annotated data fields included ‘growth_form’ (85.9%; Fig. S1) and

‘aquatic_habitat’ (78.0%; Fig. S1). The ‘secondary_guild’ and specification to the primary guild

(‘comment_on_lifestyle’) was given for 2280 (22.3%) and 525 (5.1%) genera, respectively. Of the primary

lifestyle, wood saprotrophs (19.2%), plant pathogens (15.2%) and litter saprotrophs (11.1%; Fig. 1) were the

most common in terms of the number of genera. Saprotrophic, plant pathogenic, endophytic and animal

biotrophic capacities occurred in 43.6%, 15.2%, 1.2% and 6.2% of the genera, respectively. Lichenised,

ectomycorrhizal, and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi were assigned to 10.4%, 3.2% and 0.4% of the genera,

respectively. Fruitbody and hymenium types were assigned to 70.7% and 69.7% of the genera, respectively (Fig.

S1). Of the genera with information on growth form, filamentous (67.2%), thalloid (10.4%), and yeast (4.1%)

forms prevailed. Non-aquatic genera clearly dominated (67.7%), followed by freshwater (1.9%) and marine

(1.5%) taxa. Altogether 7.4% of the genera included both aquatic and terrestrial species. Specific hosts were

assigned to 5.3% of the genera, whereas primary and secondary photobionts were assigned to 9.2% and 0.3% of

the genera (88.6% and 2.4% of genera of lichenised fungi as a primary lifestyle), respectively. Nearly all 1209

fungal genera with no trait information were described in the early days of mycology (i.e., before the 1950s) and

had no recent information in internet-searchable publications.

With respect to stramenopiles, 682 units of trait information were provided to 150 out of 151 genera. Primary

and secondary lifestyles were provided for 93.4% and 20.5% of genera, respectively. Among fungus-like

stramenopiles, plant pathogens (29.8%) and animal pathogens (20.5%) prevailed, followed by various

saprotrophs (26.5% in total), many of which also have pathogenic potential or include one or more pathogenic

species. Information about habitat type was provided for 92.7% of genera; various aquatic habitats combined,

terrestrial habitat and partly aquatic habitats taken together characterised 41.7%, 32.5% and 18.5% of genera,

respectively (Fig. S2). We added information about growth forms to 94.0% of genera. The distribution of

growth forms was strongly related to family- and higher-level taxonomy, with filamentous

(rhizomycelial)(22.5%), alternating biflagellate-rhizomycelial (45.7%) and biflagellate (13.2%) forms

dominating across all fungus-like stramenopile phyla.

ITS sequence annotations

We assessed metadata for 697,413 INSDc ITS sequences and added data to >85% of these (Table 3). Roughly

one-third of the information present in the INSDc dataset was reformatted according to our standards.

Information about lineages and genera of EcM fungi were added to >30,000 sequences, whereas 763 sequences

were marked as of low-quality or chimeric.
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Table 3. The most commonly annotated characters and traits in fungal and stramenopile sequences as based on

entry numbers.

Fungi Stramenopila

Number of sequences 680,882 16,531

DNA isolation source 565,298 13,791

Country 539,837 13,410

Interacting taxa 302,229 8,628

Biome 145,704 6,328

Guild 77,862 5,158

With respect to isolation source, living culture (20.0%), plant-associated (13.5%), soil (12.9%), and fruitbody

(10.6%) were the most common sources of DNA. Furthermore, cultures that were subsequently sequenced, were

mostly obtained from plant leaf (17.9%) and other plant-associated material (33.9%; Fig. 2a). Of the interacting

taxa, Homo sapiens (2.5%), Fagus sylvatica (0.8%), and Glycine max (0.8%) prevailed (Fig. 2b). The three most

commonly annotated interacting guilds were ectomycorrhizal (2.9%), plant pathogens (2.1%), and arbuscular

mycorrhizal (1.7%; Fig. S3).

The trait information associated with sequences (Table S2) was integrated into Species Hypotheses (Table S3).

The UNITE version 8.2. contains 310,368 eukaryote SHs distinguished at 1% dissimilarity (across 1,799,133

sequences), of which 129,712 SHs (837,572 sequences) represent Fungi and 3,061 SHs (33,566 sequences) are

assigned to stramenopiles (including 1,811 SHs and 27,834 sequences of Oomycota). Traits information from

the current effort could be assigned to 92,623 (71.4%) of the fungal SHs. Altogether 139,196 (20.0%) out of the

total 697,414 sequences for which trait information was added, were not incorporated into any SH because of

insufficient length or quality. The most commonly covered SH features included the country of origin

(information available for 95.8% of the SHs), DNA isolation source (92.7%), and interacting taxa (47.2%).

Interacting taxa were included as a list of genera and higher-ranking taxa in cases where lower resolution

taxonomic data was not available. For example, the top genera Homo, Pinus and Quercus were associated with

4409, 4316, and 3199 SHs, respectively. Conversely, 1546 host genera were associated with a single SH,

indicating poor mycological coverage of most plant and animal groups. The largest SH (SH1688425.08; Fig. 3)

corresponding to Alternaria eichhorniae includes 8,326 sequences, with interacting taxa (68.8% of sequences
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annotated with such information) belonging to 492 plant genera (including 641 species) and 24 higher-level

taxonomic ranks with no genus-level information. This SH was recorded from 88 countries across all continents.

Annotated sequences were assigned to 992 stramenopile SHs at 1% dissimilarity threshold. Of stramenopiles,

Oomycota were relatively better annotated (52.2%) than other groups taken together. The three most commonly

covered stramenopile characters included DNA isolation source (99.1% of SHs), country of origin (96.0%) and

interacting taxa (73.0%). The largest stramenopile SH (SH1791095.08FU) record corresponded to Phytophthora

infestans that included 748 sequences, associating with five host genera.

Implementation

The genus-level and SH-level annotations represent stand-alone datasets that are available as Table S1 and

Table S3. The current version and future versions of FungalTraits can be downloaded from the UNITE

homepage (https://unite.ut.ee/repository.php). We intend to release a new FungalTraits version when UNITE

SHs are updated. The original annotations of genera and sequences remain attached to the genus names and

sequence accession numbers, respectively. In new versions, the proportions of trait states will be re-calculated.

For genus names, we do not consider any automatic procedure when these are synonymised or split into new

genera. We intend to consider annotations to newly described genera when major changes in taxonomy occur or

within at least five years.

Assignment of guild and trait information from FungalTraits to custom ecological or phylogenetic datasets can

be accomplished in several ways. Both genus-level and SH-level traits are available in a ready-to-use comma-

separated value (.csv) text format. The vlookup function in MS Excel and similar functions in other spreadsheet

programs enable rapid assignment of functional trait states to genus names and SH codes in the taxonomic

identification tables and OTU tables produced as an output in nearly all HTS bioinformatics workflows. An

example of using the vlookup function is given in Table S4.

To test the performance of FungalTraits, we used a global dataset of 50,589 OTUs (21,468 OTUs determined at

the genus level; Tedersoo et al. 2014). Setting up the vlookup function for all fields and obtaining results took 9

minutes on a desktop PC. The same dataset took a roughly comparable amount of processing time for

FUNGuild using the python script (Table S5).

Discussion

One of the main criticisms of HTS-based metabarcoding studies is that only diversity is assessed without

addressing functional differences among taxa (Hongsanan et al. 2018; Nilsson et al. 2018; Zanne et al. 2020).

Carefully curated sequence and taxon references would substantially benefit ecological interpretations of HTS

studies (Nilsson et al. 2018; Lücking et al. 2020). We have therefore developed a new combined approach for

genus- and SH-level trait annotation to promote functional information assignment to fungi and fungus-like

stramenopiles in ecological and evolutionary research. Based on literature and taxonomic expertise, nearly all

actively used fungal genera were functionally annotated to some extent, which doubles previous efforts in
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taxonomic breadth and increases the number of data points by an order of magnitude. Similarly, the standardised

metadata added to sequences exceeds our previous effort a decade ago (Tedersoo et al. 2011) by an order of

magnitude. To our knowledge, the process of calculating proportional traits based on individual sequences and

sequenced individuals in species-level taxa (SHs) is entirely novel. This information complements the genus-

level annotations of taxa with contrasting lifestyles or interacting taxa. Furthermore, SH-based trait annotation

greatly adds to information about geographic distribution and ecology for fungal taxa that cannot be reliably

assigned to any known genus or higher ranking taxon.

Although the ecological traits of fungi are typically conserved at the genus level and sometimes at higher

taxonomic levels (Zanne et al. 2020), there are multiple occasions where the same species has diverse functions

or members of the same genus display different trophic strategies and fall into different functional guilds

(Nguyen et al. 2016; Selosse et al. 2018). Besides the primary guild, which is expected to be the most

characteristic to particular genera, we, therefore, generated extra fields for these secondary functions (including

specification for particular species) and capacities to perform certain biotrophic functions such as the ability to

perform as plant pathogens, endophytes, saprotrophs, or animal biotrophs including opportunistic parasitism in

animals and humans. These fields enable researchers focused on specific objectives to find answers relevant to

their questions more efficiently. Considering the needs of fungal and plant ecologists, we also added information

about specific interacting taxa, reproductive structures, fruitbody form, and the capacity to inhabit aquatic

environments. A majority of these trait fields are not covered in other fungal traits databases such as

FacesOfFungi, FUNGuild and FunFun. Because our objective was to focus on a relatively small number of

ecological traits with comprehensive taxonomic coverage, other databases may be better suitable for finding

alternative or more specific information. For example, we recommend researchers to visit the FacesOfFungi and

Marine Fungi databases for more species-level information about morphological characters and habitat.

FUNGuild has the associated assignment probability field and comprehensive remarks about taxa with multiple

lifestyles. FunFun gives an overview of most fungal traits recorded so far and it provides complementary

information about a number of morphological (spores), biochemical (enzymes), geographic (known distribution)

and genome-encoded (presence of certain metabolism-related genes) traits not covered by the first version of

FungalTraits. FunFun database is designed to work in the R environment and it can be also used as a stand-alone

database to perform quick searches.

Because of the simple .csv spreadsheet format, FungalTraits can be used without skills in R or python

environments and it requires no dataset formatting prior to analyses. By selecting relevant data fields for the

output, FungalTraits enables a custom choice of trait fields and it requires no skills in the use of R or python

environments. The spreadsheet format is also helpful for rapid manual searches to check available information

for selected taxa for any educational purpose. The functional assignment algorithms of all three databases are

fully reproducible.

All taxonomic and trait assignment tools require final decision-making by users, considering the intended

taxonomic resolution, relevant functional groups, and sources. First, users should consider a suitable clustering

approach and sequence similarity threshold for distinguishing OTUs or SHs and genera (Lindahl et al. 2013;

Nilsson et al. 2018). Depending on molecular markers and taxonomic groups, critical sequence dissimilarity
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thresholds for species and genus levels may vary (e.g. Garnica et al. 2016). The same applies to a selection of a

proper SH level (Kõljalg et al. 2013). It is also important to bear in mind that taxonomic and functional

assignments should be conducted at appropriate taxonomic levels - as a rule of thumb, the sequence differences

of the obtained OTUs to reference SHs should not exceed the clustering threshold.

For functional annotation of organisms, species-level assignments are certainly the most precise, but there are

several technical obstacles for generating species-level functional databases. First, there is a huge number of

described species, the amount of which can only be handled by thousands of experts (Hawksworth & Lücking

2017). Second, DNA sequence data suggest that a large proportion of morphological species are actually

represented by several or even hundreds of molecular species that may conform better to the biological species

criterion (Taylor et al. 2006; Lücking et al. 2014). Therefore, multiple SHs commonly represent the same

morphological species. Typically, valid taxon names cannot be ascribed to a single SH, because the type

specimen is not sequenced or information about this is missing. Alongside with previous efforts (Nilsson et al.

2014: Schoch et al. 2014), we annotated type status to sequences representing type material, to be able to

integrate traits information and other metadata with valid species names. In the future versions of FungalTraits,

we intend to merge the taxonomy-based and sequence-based approaches by operating more on a species/SH

level and focus on species that have distinct traits compared with those characteristic of the rest of the genus.

To conclude, fungal traits data are increasingly used by ecologists, as judged from the number of citations to

pioneer studies. Therefore, we propose FungalTraits - a global research community-supported, easy-to-use

functional traits database that covers multiple newly compiled traits and a large proportion of fungal and

stramenopile taxa as well as their published sequences incorporated in Species Hypotheses. The straightforward

spreadsheet format of the data provides easy data exchange options with other databases. In the future, we

intend to establish the connection between SHs and species, so that it is possible to integrate traits derived from

molecular identification and metadata with those derived from microscopic and –omics studies of specimens.

Experts and users who wish to update or revise species- and genus-level traits and character states are guided to

the online spreadsheet document at URL. These suggestions are revised by curators and implemented in the next

version of FungalTraits.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1. Distribution of fungal genera by primary lifestyle in each fungal phyla as well as Stramenopiles. Included

are primary lifestyles that exceed 0.5% of fungal genera.

Fig. 2. Distribution of annotated fungal sequences by DNA source. For ‘DNA isolation source’, trait states

exceeding 1% abundance are presented; for ‘Culture source’, traits states exceeding 2% abundance are

presented.

Fig. 3. The most common trait states of the species hypothesis with the largest number of sequences

(SH1688425.08FU), roughly corresponding to a single biological species, Alternaria eichhorniae.
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